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To achieve carbon peak and carbon neutrality targets, it has become a common choice for
all countries to introduce the carbon emissions trading market to foster low carbon
sustainable development. The construction of national carbon emissions trading market in
China is still in its initial stage. However, the carbon market in Fujian province has already
accumulated certain experience, and its unique energy mix of “higher share of the clean
energy and low share of fossil fuels consumption” can provide guidance to China’s future
development. Therefore, an accurate forecast of the carbon price in Fujian province not
only provides conducive suggestions for the further optimization of the carbon market in
Fujian province, but also offers a significant reference for the development of China’s
carbon trading market. By adopting the effective daily data from 2017.01 to 2022.02, this
paper predicts the carbon emissions trading price in Fujian province based on the BP
neural network model and analyzes the mechanism of different influencing factors on
carbon price from six dimensions. The results show that the BP neural network model
works well in predicting carbon price in Fujian province and in the impact mechanism
analysis. This paper also puts forward corresponding policy recommendations, which
provide theoretical support for the sound development of the carbon market in Fujian
province.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With rapid economic growth and the surge in energy consumption, climate change caused by
excessive emissions of greenhouse gases has become a global concern. Since 2020, the Chinese
government has put forward “dual carbon” goals of “peaking its carbon emissions before 2030 and
achieving carbon neutrality by 2060” to ease the pressure on global carbon emissions. As one of the
largest economies on the southeast coast of China, Fujian province actively promotes the
implementation of the country’s “dual carbon” goals. The province makes joint efforts from
both the government control and the market regulation, it not only accelerates the green-
oriented transition of energy, but also vigorously develops the Fujian carbon emissions trading
market.

In terms of the evolution of the energy system in Fujian province, the energy mix of Fujian
province has a distinctive feature of “limited coal reserves, no oil and gas”. However, as a major
coastal province, Fujian province is abundant in clean energy, such as wind energy, hydro energy,
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and solar energy, to name a few. With the increasing pressure on
greenhouse gas emissions reduction, the country exercises greater
regulation in carbon emissions reduction. In response to the call
for energy conservation and emission reduction and based on its
actual conditions, Fujian province optimized the energy mix by
implementing measures including cutting coal overcapacity,
closing inefficient coal mines, and actively developing clean
energy like nuclear power and wind power to ensure energy
supply. From the perspective of energy production, before 2011,
the proportion of coal production in Fujian province was
basically higher than 50%. After long-term governance, in
2019, the proportion of coal production was only 14.8%. and
the clean energy production represented by hydropower, wind
power and nuclear power accounted for 78.6%, which shows that
Fujian province has made remarkable achievements in
optimizing the energy production structure. At the same time,
in order to further consolidate the achievements of green
development, the provincial government issued the
“Implementation Plan for Accelerating the Establishment and
Improvement of a Green, Low-Carbon and Circular
Development Economic System in Fujian Province” in 2021,
indicating that the government encourages green and low-
carbon transformation of the energy system, vigorously
promotes the development of nuclear power, wind power,
photovoltaic and other projects, promotes the deep integration
of distributed energy technology, smart grid technology, energy
storage technology, etc., and improves the ability to clean energy
consumption and regulation. It can be noticed that under the
guidance of the government, the energy mix of Fujian province is
gradually transforming to a green and low-carbon direction,
which will reduce the carbon emissions and carbon emissions
intensity.

From the perspective of the development of the carbon
emissions trading market in Fujian province, Fujian province,
as one of the eight provincial-level pilot programs of China’s
carbon market, has accumulated experience. Since 2013, the eight
major carbon markets in China began operating one after
another. The Fujian carbon market officially went into
operation at the end of 2016, and operated in parallel with the
national carbon market in 2021. The launching of the Fujian
carbon market introduces market forces to reduce carbon
emissions. To achieve emission reduction, the market
measures the cost of carbon emissions in real time through
changes in the carbon price, and turns emissions into a
production factor that can be bought or sold.

Although there is a gap in the launching and experience
between China’s and developed countries’ carbon markets, and
the current coverage of carbon emissions in China’s carbon
market is slightly lower than that of the EU carbon trading
system, China’s carbon market and the eight pilot carbon
markets have covered the majority of regions including the
East, Mid and West regions. Taking the carbon market in
Fujian Province as an example, the carbon market in Fujian
Province has the characteristics of wide coverage and complete
trading varieties. Since the formal trading in january 2017, the
trading volume of the carbon emission right market in Fujian
Province has been increasing year by year. By February 2022, the

cumulative trading volume has reached 12.4935 million tons,
which indicates that the carbon trading market in Fujian has been
expanding and has played a role in controlling the total amount of
carbon emission reduction. The increase of carbon trading
volume is bound to reflect the carbon price. The average
monthly trading price is shown in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, the average monthly carbon price of
Fujian province shows a significant downward trend of
fluctuation, from 38.02 yuan/ton in January 2017 to 12.57/ton
yuan in February 2022, indicating that the carbon cost of Fujian
province has decreased and the economic structure, industrial
structure and energy mix of the Province is steadily shifting to
green and low-carbon; Comparing the carbon price of Fujian
Province with that of other provinces, it can be found that the cost
of carbon emission in Fujian Province was second only to Beijing
in the early stage. With the passage of time, the carbon price of
Fujian Province showed a downward trend, ranking last among
the pilot provinces and cities from March 2019. In terms of the
comparison between Fujian province and the national monthly
average carbon price, as the national carbon market was officially
launched in 2021, compared with the average monthly carbon
price of Fujian province and the national market in 2021 and
onwards, the national average monthly carbon price fluctuates in
the range from 40.78 yuan/ton to 57.72 yuan/ton, which is
significantly higher than the average monthly carbon price in
Fujian province. In addition, the lowest national average monthly
carbon price is still higher than the highest average monthly
carbon price in Fujian province, showing that the carbon
emission cost in Fujian province is much lower than that of
the whole country. Therefore, Fujian province has laid a solid
foundation in green and low-carbon transformation, and the
changes in the carbon price can effectively evaluate its carbon
emissions process in real time.

According to the above analysis, the promotion of energy
transformation and the efficient operation of the carbon market
in Fujian province can both provide sufficient impetus for the
realization of the “carbon peaking and carbon neutrality goals”. It
should be noted that although the energy mix of Fujian province
has been optimized to a certain extent, there are still some
practical problems that are difficult to solve in the short term.
Take nuclear power as an example, despite the fact that the
installed capacity of nuclear power has increased rapidly in the
short run, overcapacity will become an issue that needs to be
addressed due to the constraints of current nuclear power storage
technology and the limited actual increase in power demand. So
the optimization of energy mix in Fujian province plays an
important role in realizing the “dual carbon” goals. But due to
practical and technical constraints, it is difficult to achieve the
goal of substantial emission reduction in the short term only by
relying on the optimization of the energy mix. Therefore, the key
to realizing the “dual carbon” goals as scheduled is to depend on
the Fujian carbon market to adjust carbon costs in real time,
thereby improving the efficiency of market resource allocation so
as to minimize carbon emissions on the basis of ensuring
economic development.

As a key parameter of the carbon market, carbon price
volatility will have a direct impact on market changes.
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Considering that China’s carbon market has just been launched
with price fluctuations, which is not conducive for investors and
market regulators to make reasonable predictions, thereby
reducing the effectiveness of the carbon market and affecting
investment and regulatory decision-making, this paper will first
sort out the key factors that affect the carbon price, and thenmake
a reasonable prediction of the carbon price, and finally determine
an effective prediction model to provide theoretical support for
the further optimization of the carbon market in Fujian province.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

As a key parameter in the carbon market, effective forecasting of
carbon price can improve the operating efficiency of the carbon
market. Since the operation of the carbon market, the related
research on the carbon emissions trading price has always
attracted the attention of domestic and foreign scholars with
rich results. The literature review will focus on three parts: the
status quo of China’s carbonmarket, the influencing factors of the
carbon price, and carbon price prediction, which will provide a
solid theoretical foundation for this study.

First, the status quo of China’s carbon market. After several
years of development, China’s carbon market has achieved
remarkable results and accumulated lots of experience (Zhang
et al., 2014; Karplus and Zhang, 2017; Surendra and Rajesh,
2020), but it still faced serious problems. Xu and Salem (2021)
pointed out that although China’s allowance market and certified
emission reductions (CERs) laid a certain foundation for
development, practical problems such as the low proportion of
auction quota and uncertainty of CERs would reduce the
effectiveness of the carbon market; Wang et al. (2021) showed
that as China’s carbon market development was still in the initial
stage, combined by the pressure of achieving “dual carbon” goals,
the emission reduction in the short term would face greater
pressure and higher cost. At the same time, the impediments
including inadequate technical guarantee, imperfect mechanism
construction and unbalanced regional development also

restricted the development of the market. From the
perspective of external influencing factors, Wu et al. (2022)
also indicated that the current legal system of China’s carbon
market was incomplete, making it difficult to integrate with the
international carbon market. In addition, Jia et al. (2021) focused
on the impact of COVID-19 on China’s carbon market, and
believed that the epidemic would widen the gap between regional
development and affected the international carbon price, and the
global economic downturn would also have a certain impact on
China’s carbon market. Generally speaking, the current problems
faced by China’s carbon market have been in line with the law in
the early stages of development (Munnings et al., 2016; Pang and
Duan, 2015; Du et al., 2021). Zhu et al. (2021) stated that it was
still an effective way to reduce emissions despite problems
existing in the market. Zhao et al. (2016) demonstrated that a
staged carbon market should be launched with continuous
improvement, which should be refined according to the actual
situation in different periods. For example, during the “14th Five
Year Plan” period, the carbon market should cover energy-
intensive as well as emission-intensive industries, and
determine the emission benchmark. During the “15th Five
Year Plan” period, the allowance distribution of competitive
auction and fixed price sale can be gradually expanded to
achieve “stability reducing emissions”. Atsalakis (2016) showed
that forecasting the carbon price in the short term can improve
the market function and forced other areas to optimize.
Therefore, predicting the carbon price plays an important role
in the optimization of the carbon market.

Second, the research on the influencing factors of carbon price.
The carbon market is an important way to introduce a market
mechanism in carbon emissions trading (Wang et al., 2022), and
carbon price is an effective indicator that can effectively measure
the changes in supply and demand in the carbon market
(Fleschutz et al., 2021). Therefore, it is of great significance to
investigate the influencing factors of carbon price for the efficient
operation of carbon market. Jiao et al. (2018) showed that the
carbon market has financial characteristics, which closely related
to the macroeconomic situation. Batten et al. (2021) believed that

FIGURE 1 | Average monthly carbon price in China.
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energy prices were the factor affecting carbon price. The carbon
market is vulnerable to climate impacts, mostly manifested in
extreme weather, that is, when the temperature exceeds or falls
below a certain threshold, energy demand will increase, thereby
increasing carbon emissions. With the deepening of study, the
study on energy prices has been refined to specific fossil energy
prices. Ding et al. (2020) found that coal price was the best
predictor of carbon price. Wang and Guo (2018) stated that oil
market changes should have a stronger influence on carbon
markets than other types of energy markets. Han et al. (2019)
argued that the carbon emissions generated by natural gas were
much lower than other types of fossil fuels. Chu et al. (2020)
found that natural gas prices have a stronger effect on carbon
prices as quantiles increased in the Beijing and Hubei ETS pilots.
With regard to the research on China’s carbon market, Zhou and
Li (2019) discovered that energy prices and macroeconomic
indicators had an important impact on the carbon price like
other foreign carbon markets. Kim and Bae (2022) found that in
addition to conventional factors, the industrial production had an
important impact on carbon prices. Pan et al. (2020) believed that
China’s carbon market prices are affected by foreign economies
such as exchange rates and foreign carbon market prices.

Third, the study on carbon price forecast. From the
perspective of prediction methods, Fu (2018) predicted the
thermal coal price of Qinhuangdao port based on the
quadratic exponential smoothing method, showing that it is
applicable to use the prediction model with an accuracy of
over 90%. Zhao et al. (2021) used multi-factor integrated
model to simulate the evolution of carbon prices. The study
discovered that the mechanism conversion model provides more
effective forecasting. In order to improve the prediction accuracy,
Zou and Li (2022) used the Monte Carlo method to test the fitting
of multiple coal price models under the background of carbon
peaks, indicating that the prediction results of the geometric
Brown model and the MR model in the short term were
consistent while showing differences for medium and long-
term forecasts. In order to improve the prediction accuracy,
Naser (2016) introduced time-varying characteristics into the
factors affecting oil price based on the dynamic model averaging
theory and predicted the pork price. It is found that the oil price
prediction model based on the dynamic model averaging can
effectively improve the prediction accuracy. Although the above
prediction methods can effectively fit the linear changes in the
price, they cannot capture the nonlinear components in the price
changes. To compare the prediction difference between the linear
and nonlinear models, Matyjaszek et al. (2019) used the ARIMA
model and the generalized regression neural network model to
predict the coking coal price, and found that the prediction model
of the generalized regression neural network was better than the
linear ARIMA model. Some scholars applied linear research
methods to domestic carbon price forecasts. For example, use
ARCH model clusters to investigate the characteristics of carbon
price fluctuations while most scholars adopted machine learning
models to investigate carbon prices.

Based on the above analysis, it can be seen that the carbon
market in Fujian Province, as an important starting point to
promote the “double carbon” goal, is in the early stage of

development and faces many challenges, but the carbon price,
as a means of “marketization” to solve environmental problems,
is an important battlefield to help reduce emissions. Transmitting
a reasonable carbon price to enterprises and society will promote
the flow of social capital to low-carbon fields and provide impetus
for cultivating and innovating low-carbon economy. Therefore,
the reasonable prediction of carbon price can promote the
gradual optimization of carbon market in Fujian Province and
force the development of relevant fields. Moreover, the carbon
price is affected by multiple factors. In the process of carbon price
prediction, it is necessary to take into account the multi-
dimensional factors such as energy price, macroeconomic
impact, industrial structure, climate change, foreign carbon
price and international financial market. At the same time, the
prediction accuracy of machine learning model is better than that
of linear model. Based on this, this paper will use BP neural
network model to predict the carbon price in Fujian Province, so
as to improve the prediction accuracy.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3
is mechanism analysis and model description, mainly explaining
the mechanism of influencing factors and introducing the BP
neural network model; Section 4 presents data description and
simulation prediction, which introduces the indicators and data
sources, and simulation prediction analysis is carried out; Section
5 concludes with some policy suggestions.

3 MECHANISM ANALYSIS AND MODEL
DESCRIPTION

In forecasting analysis, the multi-factor factor analytic approach
that takes into account different dimensions is more accurate
than the single factor analytic approach. Therefore, this section
first describes the mechanism of each influencing factor on
carbon price based on different dimensions, then briefly
explains the BP neural network model.

3.1 Description of the Influence Mechanism
of Carbon Price
Combined with the above analysis, this paper will investigate the
influence mechanism of the carbon price from six dimensions:
fossil fuels price, macroeconomic development, industrial
structure, climate change, foreign carbon price, and
international financial market. Details are as follows:

3.1.1 Prices of Fossil Fuels
Changes in fossil fuel prices have a direct impact on carbon prices.
Overall, fossil fuel consumption produces a large amount of
carbon dioxide, which is also the main source of carbon
emissions. When the price of fossil fuels is relatively high,
energy consumption will decrease to a certain extent, which
will lead to a decrease in the overall carbon emissions level.
The reduction in carbon emissions level will reduce the demand
for carbon emissions allowances, which will in turn reduce carbon
price. On the contrary, when the price of fossil fuels is relatively
low, the price of carbon will show an upward trend. From the
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perspective of price changes of different types of fossil fuels, the
carbon dioxide emissions of coal and oil consumption are much
higher than that of natural gas, and all kinds of fossil fuels are
equal to each other. For industries that can use all types of fossil
fuels, under the premise of generating the same energy, when the
price of natural gas is lower than the price of other fossil fuels, the
use of natural gas can reduce carbon emissions and the demand
for carbon emissions allowances, thereby reducing carbon price.
It also demonstrates that increasing the proportion of cleaner
energy use can reduce carbon prices. Therefore, an increase in the
price of fossil fuels can reduce the carbon price, and a decrease in
the relative price of natural gas can also lead to a decrease in the
price of carbon.

3.1.2 Macroeconomic Environment
Macro-environment has a profound impact on the carbon
market. The macroeconomic structure will have a direct
impact on carbon price. The energy-intensive and emission-
intensive industries will greatly impact the energy efficiency
and generate a large amount of carbon dioxide, thereby
increasing the demand for carbon emissions allowances and
carbon price. The low-carbon, green and intensive economic
structure will improve energy efficiency, and significantly reduce
carbon emissions, thus reducing the demand for carbon
emissions allowances and driving down the carbon price.
Macroeconomic development is a dynamic process. Under the
current requirements of the “dual carbon” goals, the
transformation of the economic structure to a green, low-
carbon, and intensive type is an inevitable trend. However,
considering that the macroeconomic transformation presents
fluctuating changes instead of a simple linear process, the
carbon emissions generated in this process will also fluctuate,
resulting in volatile carbon prices. In addition, in the process of
macroeconomic development, along with technological upgrades
and production changes, more advanced production technologies
will greatly improve the efficiency of production factors, thereby
reducing energy consumption and reducing carbon emissions,
leading to lower carbon prices. Therefore, the macroeconomic
dynamics will have a direct impact on carbon prices.

3.1.3 Industrial Structure
The impact of industrial structure on carbon price is reflected at the
industrial level and enterprise level. As for the industrial level,
different industrial structures mean different levels of
development. Regional development will inevitably go through
the process of industrialization. The period of rapid industrial
development, especially the rapid development of heavy industry,
must be accompanied by a large amount of energy consumption and
a large number of emissions. Industrial pollution is the culprit
behind environmental degradation and climate issues. Large
industrial emissions will increase the demand for carbon
emissions allowances and increase the carbon price. Therefore, to
reduce industrial pollution, speeding up the adjustment of industrial
structure and the development of the tertiary industry can be
introduced in Fujian province. From the enterprise level,
compared with other enterprises, the impact of the carbon price
on industrial enterprises is the most obvious. The energy

consumption and carbon emissions of industrial enterprises are
much higher than other enterprises. The high carbon price will
directly increase the production costs of industrial enterprises and
reduce the profit of industrial enterprises. Therefore, an increase in
the carbon price will force industrial enterprises to choose clean
energy, and prompt enterprises to accelerate the development of
green and efficient production technologies, thereby reducing
carbon emissions and reducing the demand for carbon
allowances, which will lead to a decline in carbon prices. So the
industrial structure, especially the level of industrial development,
will have an important impact on the carbon price.

3.1.4 Climate Change
Climate change will affect human production and lifestyle, which
will further lead to carbon price change. Specifically, from the
perspective of residents’ lifestyles, as greenhouse gases emit
excessively, the extreme weather issues caused by rising
temperature have become increasingly prominent. When the
temperature is too high or too low, residents will use devices for
cooling or heating, which will result in a short-term surge in energy
consumption and carbon dioxide emissions, thereby increasing the
demand for carbon emissions allowances and carbon price.
Generally speaking, compared with spring and autumn, the
impact of extreme weather on carbon price mostly occurs in
summer and winter. Meanwhile, the residential electricity
consumption in summer and winter is also higher than the
annual average, which is a main manifestation of the increase in
energy consumption. From the perspective of production, some
equipment requires certain temperature when producing. Therefore,
if extreme weather occurs, enterprises need to pay extra energy costs
to support the operation of equipment, which will add additional
carbon emissions, thereby increasing the demand for carbon
emissions allowances and the carbon price. So climate change,
especially when extreme weather occurs, will increase the
carbon price.

3.1.5 Impact of Foreign Carbon Prices
Foreign carbon prices have some influence on China’s carbon
price. On the one hand, the development of China’s national
carbon market is in the initial stage. However, foreign carbon
markets have developed for a long time and have relatively
mature market. Moreover, carbon emissions is a global
concern. Consequently, when setting carbon emissions
allowances and carbon price, China’s carbon market will refer
to foreign carbon markets to some extent. On the other hand, the
gap between China’s economic development and other countries’
will lead to pricing differences in carbon market. If the carbon
price in China’s carbon market is lower, some multinational
companies will speculate and purchase a large amount of carbon
emissions allowances in China’s carbon market, therefore
increasing the demand for carbon emissions allowances in the
China’s market and prompting an increase in China’s carbon
price until it is on a par with the international carbon price. At
present, China’s carbon market has not yet integrated with the
international carbon market, so the number of speculators is
relatively small. But when the China’s carbon market is fully
developed and integrated with the international carbon market,
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the problem of speculation will become more serious. Therefore,
foreign carbon prices will not only provide a reference for the
setting of China’s carbon price, but also increase China’s carbon
price due to speculation.

3.1.6 International Financial Markets
The international financial market will affect China’s carbon price
through exchange rate changes. As countries deepen their

economic ties, the import and export of energy has become
the basis for the economic development of every country. For
energy import enterprises, when the exchange rate rises, the
relative price of foreign energy will decrease, so will the energy
cost of the enterprises. So enterprises will expand their
production and increase energy consumption, resulting in
excessive carbon dioxide emissions and increased demand for
carbon emissions allowances, causing carbon price to rise. When

TABLE 1 | Indexes description.

Dimension Variable Definition Unit

Carbon emission trading price Carbon emission trading price Average daily strike price Yuan/ton
Fossil fule prices Coal price National Thermal Coal Futures Closing Price Yuan/ton
Fossil energy prices Oil price No. 0 diesel in Fujian province Yuan/liter
Fossil energy prices Natural gas price Fuzhou Pipeline Gas Market Price (Industrial) Yuan/cubic meter
Macroeconomic development Development level The CSI 300 index —

Macroeconomic development Market level Interest rate of 1-year Treasury bonds —

Industrial structure Industrial structure Shenzhen Stock Exchange manufacturing index closing price —

Climate change Temperature difference The absolute value between the average temperature and the suitable temperature °C
Foreign carbon prices Foreign carbon prices EUA futures settlement price Euro/ton
National financial market Exchange rate 1 RMB to Euro exchange rate —

International financial market Exchange rate 2 RMB to USD exchange rate —

FIGURE 2 | Description of carbon price prediction fitting in Fujian province.
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the exchange rate falls, the carbon price will also decrease. For
energy export enterprises, when the exchange rate rises, the price
of exporting energy will increase, which will in turn reduce the
sales of products, resulting in a slowdown in the production rate
of related enterprises and reduction in CO2 emissions and carbon
emissions allowances, leading to carbon price decrease. It can be
discovered that an increase in the exchange rate will promote the
production of energy imported enterprises, leading to an increase
in carbon price, also it can lower the carbon price by reducing the
production of energy export enterprises. Therefore, the impact of
exchange rate on carbon price depends on the net effect of energy
import enterprises and energy export enterprises.

3.2 Model Description
BP (Back Propagation) neural network model is a representative
of the machine learning models, and it is the most mature and
widely used machine learning model. The core idea of this model
is to take the square of the network error as the objective function,
and use gradient descent to calculate the minimum value of the
objective function. The algorithm of this model is mainly divided
into signal forward propagation and error back propagation, and
it does not consider the mapping equation between input and

output, but explores the potential learning rules through
continuously training the data itself. Therefore, the algorithm
can discover the linear and nonlinear characteristics between
input and output. At the same time, the BP neural network model
is highly adaptive, which can effectively improve prediction
accuracy. The algorithm of the BP neural network model is
mainly divided into the following steps:

Step 1. Network initialization, determine the number of nodes at
each layer of the network and the weights of connections, and
initialize the threshold of the hidden layer and the output layer,
and set the learning rate and the neuron excitation function;

Step 2.Computing hidden layer output, and by utilizing the input
vector, the weights of connections and the hidden layer threshold
to calculate the hidden layer output;

Step 3. Computing output layer output, by using weights of
connections, output layer threshold and hidden layer output to
calculate the output layer output;

Step 4. Using the output layer output and the expected output to
conduct error calculation, weight update and threshold update
successively.

Step 5. If the iteration is not over, go back to Step 2; otherwise,
end the calculation.

4 DATA DESCRIPTION AND SIMULATION
ANALYSIS

Based on the mechanism analysis of carbon price and the
introduction of the BP model in the previous section, this
section first describes the indicators and data, and then a
simulation analysis is conducted to predict the carbon price in
Fujian province.

4.1 Data Description
Since the establishment of carbon market in Fujian province was
relatively late, with the carbon price first disclosed on 9 January
2017, the sample period of in this paper ranges from 9 January

FIGURE 3 | Comparison between the true value and the predicted value
of the carbon price in Fujian province.

TABLE 2 | Carbon price prediction results in Fujian province.

Date True value Predicted Value Error Date True value Predicted Value Error

2022–01–05 23.04 14.47 −8.57 2022–01–24 12.30 13.15 0.85
2022–01–06 20.74 14.49 −6.25 2022–01–25 11.09 12.79 1.70
2022–01–10 18.67 14.43 −4.24 2022–01–26 12.20 12.97 0.77
2022–01–12 16.80 14.96 −1.84 2022–01–27 13.42 12.64 −0.78
2022–01–13 15.12 14.01 −1.11 2022–02–08 12.08 12.84 0.76
2022–01–14 13.80 14.14 0.34 2022–02–11 10.87 12.31 1.44
2022–01–17 12.42 13.63 1.21 2022–02–15 10.87 12.35 1.48
2022–01–18 11.64 13.31 1.67 2022–02–18 11.96 11.71 −0.25
2022–01–19 11.10 12.88 1.78 2022–02–24 13.16 10.60 −2.56
2022–01–20 12.21 13.24 1.03 2022–02–25 13.00 11.26 −1.74
2022–01–21 13.00 13.09 0.09 — — — —
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2017 to 25 February 2022. Among them, 640 days’ data is
collected. The data adopted in this paper are all obtained from
the Wind database and CSMAR database.

For forecasting data, this paper selects the average daily strike
price of carbon price in the carbon emissions trading market in
Fujian province. From the perspective of influencing factors,
combined with the previous analysis, this paper selects fossil
fuel prices, macroeconomic development, industrial structure,
climate change, foreign carbon prices, and international financial
markets as indicators. Given the influence of different fossil fuel
prices on carbon price, coal price, oil price, and natural gas price
are used to represent the price of fossil fuel prices. Because Fujian
province lacks coal resources and most of the coal are imported
from other provinces, the coal price is represented by the National
Thermal Coal Futures Closing Price, the retail price of No. 0
diesel in Fujian province is the oil price, and the market price of
Fuzhou industrial pipeline gas refers to the natural gas price. In
order to effectively measure the development level and market
level of macroeconomic, the CSI 300 index is adopted to represent
the macroeconomic development level, and the 1-year treasury
bond interest rate is utilized to represent the macroeconomic
market level. As for the industrial structure, the above analysis
points out that industrial development plays a key role in
affecting carbon emissions, and the manufacturing industry is
an important component of the industry, so this paper uses the
Shenzhen Stock Exchange Manufacturing Index Closing Price to
represent the industrial structure. Considering that different
degrees of climate change have different impacts on carbon
price, therefore the absolute value between daily average
temperature and the suitable temperature denotes climate
change, of which the suitable temperature is 25°C. Considering
that the EU has the most mature carbon market, the EUA futures
settlement price is selected to represent the impact of foreign
carbon prices. In regard to the impact of the international
financial market, this paper selects the exchange rate of RMB
against the US dollar and the exchange rate of RMB against the
euro respectively to reveal the influence of the international
financial market. The details are shown in Table 1.

It can be discovered from the above table that there is a large
gap between each indicator and the dimension. In order to avoid
the influence, the min-max standardization method is adopted to
normalize each index, so that the value range of each index is
mapped between [0,1]. For any index X, the specific formula is as
follows:

Xp � X −Xmin

Xmax −Xmin
(1)

Xp is the standardized data,Xmax refers to the maximum value of
index X, and Xmin denotes the minimum value of index X.

4.2 Simulation Analysis
Among the 640 samples, this paper uses 619 samples (about 97%)
from 2017 to 2021 as the training data set, and 21 samples (about
3%) in 2022 as the test data set for prediction. Matlab 2017bis
used to conduct simulation analysis. In order to avoid overfitting,
newff function is selected, and the calculation formula for the

number of neurons is Pl ≈
�

n
√ + a. n is the number of samples in

the training data set, and 0≤ a≤ 10, Pl � 19, the training
algorithm is the LM method, the training times is 1,000, the
learning rate is 0.01 and the minimum error of the training target
is 0.00001. The fitting results of this training are shown in
Figure 2.

From Figure 2, the goodness of fit of all the samples is 0.9237,
while the goodness of fit of the training data set is 0.9270, and the
goodness of fit of the validation data set is 0.9301, the goodness of
fit of the test data set is 0.8974. Moreover, the average goodness of
fit is basically around 0.9, demonstrating a sound fitting effect. In
addition, the mean square error (MSE) of this prediction is
7.7569, and the root mean square error (RMSE) is 2.7851,
which also shows that the prediction effect is relatively good.

From Figure 3, it can be discovered that the predicted value of
carbon price is obviously lower than the real value in the early
stage of prediction. However, as time prolongs, the gap between
the real value and the predicted value gradually decreases until it
is basically fitted. This indicates that the BP neural networkmodel
has a good effect on the prediction of carbon price in Fujian
province.

It can be seen from Table 2 that in the early stage of the
forecast, the predicted value of carbon price is 8.57 lower than the
real value. But in the fourth forecast period (i.e., 6 January 2022),
the forecast error is controlled within 2, and the error of some
forecast periods is within 1.5, which shows a sound prediction
effect of the BP neural network model on carbon price in Fujian
province, and also proves that the influencing factors selected in
this paper have a significant impact on the carbon price.

5 CONCLUSION AND POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the BP neural network model, this paper uses the
available daily data from January 2017 to February 2022 to
predict the carbon emission trading price in Fujian province
and analyze the mechanism of different influencing factors on
carbon prices. It can be discovered that the BP neural network
model works well in predicting the carbon price in Fujian
province, which indicates that in the era of big data, a
machine learning model with nonlinear and non-parametric
characteristics is applicable for high-dimensional system
prediction. At the same time, the good prediction effect also
shows that the mechanism analysis of carbon price influencing
factors in this paper is effective. The optimization of the carbon
market in Fujian province can be carried out from six dimensions:
fossil fuel prices, macroeconomic development, industrial
structure, climate change, foreign carbon prices, and
international financial markets. Based on the above
conclusions, the policy recommendations are as follows:

Firstly, machine learning models represented by the BP neural
network model should be used more widely in economic
forecasting. With the advent of the big data era, it is difficult
for linear models represented by the time series model to
accurately predict the current economy. The setting limit of
the linear equation cannot present the nonlinear components
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in economic development, but the coordinated development of
multi-domain markets in the context of the market economy
means that the uncertainty and nonlinear components in
economic development will increase. Therefore, using a
machine learning model with nonlinear and non-parametric
features can discover the hidden relationships by training data
itself, thereby predicting the economic development accurately.

Secondly, from the perspective of domestic influencing factors,
the development of the carbonmarket in Fujian province needs to
focus on fossil fuel prices, macroeconomic development,
industrial structure and climate change. Specifically, the
development of clean energy in Fujian province enjoys a solid
foundation, so it should continue to enhance the development of
clean energy, reduce the use of fossil fuel and the demand for
carbon emissions allowances. Ensuring the stable economic
development of Fujian province so as to provide an enabling
business environment for the carbon market operation. Fujian
needs to comprehensively upgrade its traditional industries,
accelerate the development of the three leading industries,
promote the large-scale development of strategic emerging
industries, promote the industry to move towards the middle
and high end, and build a large advanced manufacturing
province. To overcome challenges of the climate change,
response mechanisms should be designed to reduce the impact
of extreme weather on the surge in carbon emissions. In
conclusion, Fujian province should take carbon price as the
reference standard to vigorously develop green economy so
that the dual carbon goals can be achieved.

Thirdly, from the perspective of foreign influencing factors,
the stable development of Fujian province’s carbon market
needs to attach importance to foreign carbon prices and
international financial markets. Although Fujian province’s
carbon market has not yet integrated with the international
carbon markets, the speculation caused by the carbon price gap
still exists. For Fujian province, China’s carbon price is already
lower than the international carbon price and the carbon price
in Fujian province is about 30% of the price in China’s carbon
market. The huge arbitrage space will bring unfavorable
factors into Fujian province’s carbon market. So, the market

should establish a system to avoid the adverse impact.
Meanwhile, as a major energy importer, the exchange rate
between different countries will also exert great impact on
Fujian province’s carbon market. This indicates that Fujian
province should predict its energy demand accurately and
vigorously develop clean energy storage projects to reduce
reliance on importing energy, thereby reducing the impact of
the international financial market on the carbon market in
Fujian province.

The effective prediction of carbon price is conducive to the
optimal development of carbon market in Fujian Province.
Therefore, in the future, we can further explore the prediction
methods of medium - and long-term carbon prices.
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